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ABSTRACT To implement 1D TCDA [1], a metasurface is used to satisfy the boundary condition of dual
polarization dipoles. To satisfy the boundary conditions of vertical and horizontal dipoles, the PMC and PEC
boundary condition are required on both sides respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. A thin ferrite sheet and conductor
strips were used to satisfy both boundary conditions simultaneously [1]. Because the conductor strips are arranged
vertically, they are coupling with only the horizontal dipoles.
However, since the metasurface is a periodic structure, resonance can occur at a specific frequency. When some
current flows around the ferrite sheets, a high loss and low efficiency occurs, particularly when there is a resonance.
Fig. 2. shows the unit cell structure and the distribution of loss density of the one lambda resonance in the ferrite sheet
due to horizontal dipoles. The vertical dipoles have little coupling to the conductor strips; thus, there is little radiation
efficiency degradation.
To solve this problem, we propose a modified metasurface with partially removed conductor strips. In Fig. 2., we
will remove the only two conductor strips that produce strong losses, corresponding to the yellow parts. Removing
only two of the 12 conductor strips has little effect on the horizontal dipoles’ boundary condition. Fig. 3. shows the
radiation efficiency of the horizontal dipoles before and after partially removing the conductor strips. The proposed
metasurface has improved radiation efficiency from 42 to 70 percent at resonance frequency 1.3GHz.
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Fig. 1. The boundary condition of 1D TCDA.

Fig. 2. The structures and loss density.

Fig. 3. The radiation efficiency.
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